
Regulatory Requirements to Identify Beneficial Ownership  

Ultimate Beneficial  
Owner (UBO) Solution Advanced AML Compliance Solutions

  Automate beneficial owner due diligence and screening
  Search on entity names, with instant results showing beneficial ownership percentages
  Capture information about beneficial owners and directors and screen against watch lists

Customer 
Onboarding
Onboarding entity provides 
information about their 
beneficial owners

Identification  
& Verification
Instantly validate the entity 
and associated UBOs against 
a 3rd party database and 
identify additional UBOs

Compliance 
Screening
Screen the validated entity 
and UBOs against any 
Sanctions & PEP lists

Ongoing  
Monitoring
Monitor & screen to 
identify suspicious activity 
and change in beneficial 
ownership
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4th EU AML Directive 
 The deadline for Member States to implement the Fourth European Union Anti-Money 

Laundering Directive was June 26, 2017

FinCEN’s “CDD Final Rule” 
 On May 6, 2016, the U.S. Treasury Department’s Financial Crimes Enforcement Network 

(“FinCEN”) released a final rule codifying new and existing customer due diligence 
(“CDD”) requirements. Covered institutions must comply with the final rule by May 11, 
2018, and are required to identify the beneficial owners of their legal entity customers 
that open new accounts 

 Covered institutions are also required to conduct ongoing monitoring to identify 
suspicious activity and, on a risk basis, to maintain and update customer information 
(including beneficial ownership information)

OFAC’s 50 Percent Rule 
 “The property and interests in property of entities directly or indirectly owned 50 

percent or more in the aggregate by one or more blocked persons are considered 
blocked regardless of whether such entities appear on OFAC’s Specially Designated 
Nationals and Blocked Persons List (SDN List) or the annex to an Executive order. “ (US 
Department of the Treasury, OFAC)

FATCA (Foreign Account Tax Compliance Act)
 Requires certain foreign financial institutions (FFI’s) to report directly to the IRS 

information about financial accounts held by U.S. taxpayers or by foreign entities in 
which U.S. taxpayers hold a substantial ownership interest (10% requirement)

What is a  
Beneficial Owner? 

“Two pronged” requirements: 
Any individual who, directly or 
indirectly, owns 25% or more of 
the equity interest in an entity, 
or an individual with “significant 
responsibility” to control, manage 
or direct the entity is considered 
a “beneficial owner”

Getting down to who is the 
natural person behind accounts 
owned by legal entities  

It is the nested levels of 
ownership that are often used 
to hide companies that make 
identifying the true beneficial 
owner(s) difficult









    Click here to schedule a FinScan product demonstration.
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Challenges in Conducting Beneficial Ownership Due Diligence

FinScan UBO Solution Benefits & Capabilities







  High-risk entities are often spread 
globally, privately held and have 
complex ownership structure 
making it difficult to identify the true 
Beneficial Owners behind them

  Proper due diligence can be 
resource-intensive and time 
consuming for both onboarding and 
ongoing monitoring

 Pressure from the business to 
speed up customer onboarding to 
stay competitive 

 New regulations and data collection 
requirements make due diligence 
more complex

Complex Ownership Structure
Can you identify all the Beneficial Owners on a global level across multiple layers?

Automate Your Due Diligence
  Integrated with the largest global database of private 

and public companies including offshore entities
  Customize the ownership thresholds according to your 

risk appetite
  Automatically retrieve multiple layers of ownerships with 

% ownership for each level
  Less manual work & fewer resources needed for 

onboarding/ongoing due diligence 
 Can integrate with internal onboarding systems

Minimize Exposure to Risk
    Close gaps in data/documentation requirements via 

more accurate due diligence
    Validate customer/vendor submitted UBO info against 

global UBO database
    Seamlessly screen the entity and its UBOs against 

watch lists at onboarding and ongoing
    Identify high-risk relationships more quickly and 

accurately & de-risk accordingly 

One Central Place for Documents, Reports & 
Audit Trail – Ready for Regulatory Scrutiny
   Beneficial Ownership (BO) data is automatically uploaded 

and populated as part of client profile
   BO certifications from customers or any document can be 

uploaded under the client profile for comparison to your 
due diligence results

   Scan & validate ID’s with the data auto-populated into 
FinScan for screening 

   Complete audit history of the screening results including 
remediation efforts

   Visual reporting and dashboard capability

Improve Customer Satisfaction
   Less manual process leads to more streamlined & faster 

onboarding
   Minimal redundant requests for customer info for ongoing 

update/review
   Increased satisfaction for both customers and front & back 

office staff
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